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Here is the first officially licensed Harry Potter Collectible Quidditch Set that includes: 1 Quaffle, 2

Bludgers, 1 non-removable Snitch, and 1 16x24" collectible poster all showcased in a decorative

Quidditch trunk. Includes lock and key for trunk.

Accessory
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Read the product description, people. This isn't a playable quidditch set, and for anyone who

thought you could buy a full sports quality quidditch set at $18... maybe you should have read the

product description a little more closely.The box measures 9" wide, 4.5" tall, & 4.5" deep when

closed, and is perfect for displaying on a shelf. The box is sturdy cardboard with a nice matte finish

and metal accents for the hinges, with a plastic latch that can be "locked" with a set of keys. It has a

nice hand painted look on the lid interior.The quidditch balls sit in a cardstock/plastic display box

with indentations for each ball, and the balls themselves are a good, heavy weight. The bludgers are

about the size of a golf ball and have a similar feel. The quaffle is made of the same material, but

larger, about baseball size. The snitch is attached to the box.

This is actually really cute. It's not the best materials, but still better than I expected it to be. I also

thought it was gonna be really tiny because of the price, but it's a pretty good collectible size (not life

size). It makes a great addition to my collection.The keys and poster are under the balls. It's a little

hard to remove the inner box to get to them because it is a tight fit.And for those leaving bad



reviews because the snitch doesn't have wings...have you seen the movie? The wings don't expand

until it is removed from the box. Same in the last movies when Harry is given the snitch to keep. No

wings there either.For $18, it's really cute. If you are looking for a life size, perfectly made set, you

are gonna spend a lot more money. This will fit nicely on a shelf or dresser, look nice, and not take

up too much space.

I really love the trunk...so many complained that it was too small, I was hoping for something

smaller. Having bought Running Press products in the past, most were smaller than expected so I

was surprised at the size of this. Although it was bigger than I was thinking it would be it still works

for displaying my Harry Potter and Draco Quidditch player Funkos.

I think it's a beautiful set. Reading some of the reviews I expected it to be tiny but its a perfect size. I

did not expect a huge set for $18. I love it and it will look beautiful in my son's Harry Potter room.

I wanted a small quidditch set for my collection. The quaffle and bludgers are very sturdy and the

box "locks". My only issue is that box is a tad cheaper than I thought it would be.I will probably order

another one so I can "play" with one.

I got this yesterday as described by , it's bigger than I was picturing. I saw a lot of other reviews

complaining about it being too small. I'm glad it's the size it is or it would very difficult to fine a place

to put it, it fits very comfortably on top of my Harry Potter Wizarding Collection box goes quite nicely

with it, and felt it is worth it's price.

OMG!!! it is so perfect!!! i also put my funko pop dolls in the box like another reviewer did. To me

that was a perfect idea.Thanks for that other reviewer!!!! I thought it was going to be smaller for the

price and it was not. Its about a kids size 4 shoe box size. The balls are very very heavy, golf ball

size and almost baseball size. the snitch is glued to the back. I am so happy with my new display. I

put it on facebook to show off my new awesomeness and got 50 love hits in less than 30 mins.

Guys it was less than $25 so you are not going to get a large wooden box full of movie size balls.

But for the price it is just perfect!!!!

This was for my friend who is a huge Harry Potter fan, she said she really likes it. A couple of the

balls are removable. And the poster looks nice. Pay attention to the details if you purchase this item.



This item is made for display not playing with.
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